A method for offline system identification to model the attitude dynamics of an unmanned helicopter using neural network techniques has been developed. The processed test data obtained from various test flights were used to train a neural network ARX (autoregressive structure with extra inputs) using Levenberg-Marquardt computation. An optimised network structure was obtained using a combination of cross validation, correlation analysis, Lipschitz criterion and weights regularisation methods to ensure good generalisation ability of the model. Satisfactory correlation analysis results were achieved which indicated that the offline model using the proposed methods contain all information about the dynamics of the system. The proposed methods would allow users to design a better prediction model with the aid of the correlation analysis from estimation theory. The results show that the proposed method is effective in modelling the coupled UAS helicopter dynamics with acceptable accuracy.
Introduction
Helicopter-based unmanned aerial systems (UASs) offer many potential capabilities in both civil and military applications such as surveillance, aerial mapping, cinematography, high structure inspection, natural disaster damage assessment and monitoring operations. Technological advancements in this exciting area have enabled a UAS to operate autonomously, which reduces risks and a pilot's workload while flying in close proximity flight patterns.
Besides the unique flying capabilities, helicopters are regarded as an unstable non-linear system with fast responsive dynamics due to their small size. Commercially available model scaled helicopters have been widely used in the research community as a platform for research and development of a UAS. The helicopter dynamics is inherently unstable and requires low level control such as velocity and attitude feedback to stabilise. If an autonomous helicopter fails to receive stabilising control commands for even a brief period, it will most likely become unstable and crash. This makes conducting research on a helicopter platform very challenging where there is not much room for error or the results could be disastrous.
To design an adaptive controller for a model scaled helicopter system, the relevant parameters of the dominant dynamics of the vehicle needs to be modelled adequately and included in the controller design. Linear mathematical model such as the parametric linear time-invariant model proposed by Mettler et al. (2002) was used to identify the model scaled helicopter dynamic parameters. The method was based on frequency response identification and linear models were estimated sufficiently for hovering and cruise flight conditions for the Yamaha R-50 helicopter model. Both flight conditions were accurately described by a rigid-body model augmented with the first-order rotor and stabiliser bar dynamics with no inflow dynamics being included. The linear models accurately captured the vehicle dynamics roughly around the nominal operating points. Thus, several identified linear models were suggested to be used to represent adequately a large portion of the flight envelope with sufficient accuracy for control design. However, for a much smaller helicopter, the aircraft is capable of performing large and aggressive flight manoeuvres, most of which occur between operating conditions in the linear range. More comprehensive modelling needs to be carried out to cover the extended operating conditions outside the linear range.
In Kim and Tilbury (2004) , a non-linear mathematical model using first principle modelling and system identification of a model scaled helicopter was presented. The interactions between flybar and the main rotor blade was included in the model development which consider the effects of flybar flapping mechanism on helicopter stability. The identification of the optimised decoupled SISO transfer function parameter was obtained using least square error minimisation between time domain response predicted by the transfer function and measured experiment data. Several special test benches were built to restrict the motion of the helicopter to one degree of freedom. Results from system identification indicated that the prediction obtained from the model gave a fairly accurate prediction performance. Although such a method can be employed to build simulation model, the highly non-linear aerodynamics interaction between body components and the behaviour of the high order dynamics of a rotorcraft is usually hard to model using first principle approach (direct physical understanding of forces and moments balance of the vehicle) and such an approach could be inaccurate (Mettler, 2003; Budiyono et al., 2009; Deng et al., 2011) .
Since the helicopter dynamics is non-linear, the neural network (NN) system identification approach using neural network-auto regressive structure with extra inputs (NNARX) model structure can be used to address such a problem. The NNARX networks approach is able to infer complex non-linear relationship between inputs-outputs dataset and demonstrate the ability to adapt to changes in an operating condition. Several research on NN-based approach using popular feed-forward NNARX architecture can be found in Suresh et al. (2002) , Samal et al. (2008 ), San Martin et al. (2006 , Rimal et al. (2011) and Chetouani (2010) where the findings suggest that the NNARX approach is effective in modelling the dynamic response.
Another interesting finding is the work of Rahideh et al. (2008) who suggests that the NNARX networks trained with Levenberg-Marquardt (LM) algorithm is capable to exceed the prediction performance of first principle model. However, the choice of training algorithm is an important factor to consider before a NNARX networks are trained for prediction. Empirical findings indicated that NNARX networks trained with the steepest descent (SD) method were incapable to generalise well with new observations and even failed to match the prediction quality of first principle model. It is well known that SD algorithm have several disadvantages compared to second order algorithms such as; slow convergence rate and the minimisation search can easily be trapped in local minima (Billings et al., 1991; Mashor, 2003; Wilamowski, 2011) .
Different NN structures such as radial basis function (RBF) and recurrent neural networks (RNN) have been used in past researches with success in identifying the helicopter dynamics. Such example of RBF networks application for identification of a twin rotor helicopter system was proposed by Ahmad et al. (2002) . The RBF networks typically used the orthogonal least square (OLS) algorithm to systematically find a set of weights and radial basis centres to ensure that the RBF networks performed the desired input-outputs mapping . However, the RBF networks usually requires more hidden neurons compared to the conventional NNARX networks with sigmoid or tangent hyperbolic activation functions in the hidden layer. The reason behind such an increase in the number of neurons used in the RBF network contributes to the fact that the outputs of the radial basis neurons only cover relatively small input space compared to the outputs of typical activation functions in the NNARX networks (Shaheed, 2005) . Thus, to adequately represent broader input space, a much larger number of neurons need to be included in the network to achieve more reliable identification results.
Many parameters in the RBF networks such as weights, biases, centre vectors and spread constant need to be optimised compared with a much simpler NNARX networks that only requires optimisation of weights and biases . In terms of generalisation performance, the NNARX networks produced a much better generalisation performance compared to the RBF networks but at the expense of much longer training time (San Martin et al., 2006) . Results indicated that the NNARX networks produced better global approximation for different flight manoeuvres compared to the RBF networks which produced a lower prediction error in certain flight manoeuvres.
The RNN architectures with dynamic memories have become popular choice for system identification applications. The RNN architectures have the primary advantage in identifying dynamical system without prior knowledge about the model structure. The RNN architectures incorporate dynamic into the system by using feedback from output neurons (Jordan networks) or output of hidden neurons (Elman networks) into context units. These units are also known as memory units where it is stored past output values from hidden or output neurons. The RNN architectures and their variant forms have been introduced into various system identification applications where findings indicated that the methods are capable of representing a non-linear dynamical system (Pham and Liu, 1993; Kalinli and Sagiroglu, 2006; Suresh et al., 2003) .
The RNN architectures suffer several drawbacks associated with the network's insufficient memory capacity which limited the prediction capability to lower system order. Several modifications have been suggested in the literatures to increase the performance and memory capacity of the networks (Dong et al., 1994; Pham and Liu, 1993; Kalinli and Sagiroglu, 2006) . Moreover, Horne and Giles (1995) has shown that the NNARX networks performed better in some system identification problems than many conventional recurrent networks and usually converged faster with better generalisation performance. The reason behind superior generalisation performance of NNARX networks was due to the introduction of embedded memory (tapped delay lines) of the NNARX networks which reduced the networks sensitivity to long term input-outputs dependencies (Lin et al., 1996) .
Apart from various network architectures developed so far, the feed-forward multi-layered perceptron (MLP) networks such as NNARX is still dominantly used for system identification and control purposes despite superior convergence properties of the RBF networks. This is due to its simple architecture and exceptional prediction performance in approximating complex non-linear mapping. Throughout the past decades, a lot of research has been conducted to improved the computation efficiency of the standard back-propagation algorithm and the training time of the MLP networks. The introduction of the modified back-propagation algorithms and several efficient second order methods such as the recursive prediction error (RPE) methods, LM and neuron by neuron (NBN) algorithms significantly speed up the convergence time of the standard back-propagation algorithm (Riedmiller and Braun, 1993; Billings et al., 1991; Wilamowski, 2011; Wilamowski et al., 2011) .
Although the NNARX NN is superior in terms of its prediction accuracy, the dynamics model identified from NN can be inaccurate or wrong due to many problems arising from incorrect model structure selection, incorrect input vectors selection and over-fitting problem due to excessive number of neurons and insufficient training. Previous attempts to model the non-linear helicopter dynamics using offline NN modelling with tapped delay lines had successfully modelled the dynamics of the helicopter, resulting in low mean or standard deviation of residual values (Putro et al., 2009; Samal, 2009; Taha et al., 2010) . However, past efforts in identifying the helicopter dynamics did not include the effect of embedded memory or model order of the NNARX networks on generalisation performance for the modelling problem considered.
NN modelling approach that use tapped delay lines to represent a dynamical system usually requires a priori knowledge about the model order of the system (Suresh et al., 2003) . Low model order assumption can generally leads to reduction of prediction performance of the NN model. A much more in-depth analysis in selecting proper network structure needs to be perform, in order to improve prediction from the NN model. Obviously, the model validation plays an important part in system identification steps. The validation methods introduced in this work can be used to ensure that the NN model fits well with observations and aid the NN modeller to select the optimised network structure for prediction with acceptable accuracy.
In this paper, a method for modelling and identification of a helicopter-based UAS using an offline NN approach was developed. The test data for NN training and validation process was collected from different flight tests. The acquired test data are then concatenated, corrected for any bias components and finally filtered to remove the high frequency content that are irrelevant for dynamics modelling. The processed test data was then used to train a feed-forward MLP networks to predict helicopter attitude dynamics response using LM computation. The NNARX networks architecture is considered for this purpose and different network structures (model order) are compared and analysed to determine the optimised network structure, with good generalisation performance using the aid of the cross-correlation and validation method proposed.
The paper is structured as follows. In Section 2, the UAS platform and flight instrumentation setup is described. In Section 3, the mathematical modelling of helicopter dynamics is presented. The methodology of the offline NN system identification and the method of finding the optimum network properties are discussed in Section 4. The system identification results are presented in Section 5 where the findings and validation analyses are discussed. Finally, Section 6 gives the concluding remarks.
Platform and flight instrumentation setup
The overall architecture of our helicopter system is composed of the following components; a remote controlled (RC) helicopter platform, an on-board computer system and a manual control system. The on-board computer system is considered as the most important part in the overall system and functions as a data logger to collect necessary flight data from sensors and servo inputs. The manual control system is a radio controlled joystick transmitter which usually comes with a commercial RC helicopter. The transmitter is used to control the helicopter in manual flight tests by a pilot.
Platform description
The unmanned aerial vehicle (UAV) platform which was used in this research is a conventional electric model helicopter known as TREX600, manufactured by ALIGN Co. Ltd. The helicopter model was selected due to its sufficient payload capacity, great manoeuvrability and low cost replacement parts. It was equipped with a standard Bell-Hiller stabiliser bar on the main rotor which improves handling characteristics for human pilots by increasing the damping on the pitch and roll responses. Furthermore, TREX600 was also equipped with a high efficiency high torque brushless motor that allows the helicopter to carry about 2 kg payloads with an operation time of about 15 minutes. The basic UAV platform shown in Figure 1 had been modified to make room for installing necessary electronic equipment which gathers flight data for dynamics modelling and control system design. Some key physical parameters of TREX600 RC helicopter are given in Table 1 .
Data acquisition system
A data acquisition system has been designed to record the necessary data during flight. The overall architecture overview of the data acquisition, shown in Figure 2 , consists of a Mobisense MBS270 embedded computer, a Microstrain 3DM-GX1 Inertial Measurement Unit (IMU) and an Arduino Duemilanove microcontroller.
The Mobisense MBS270 embedded computer was basically used as the central processing board, primarily to collect and store all sensory data on the MicroSD card. The small computer board was equipped with a MicroSD storage card slot, serial interface for communication with the IMU and general purpose inputs/outputs for measurement and actuation purposes. Furthermore, the board offers faster software development since it runs on Linux OS, enabling higher-level programming in C/C++ with the supplied libraries. The board was an excellent platform for the intended video processing tasks, which will be added later due to the MMX instruction function set and direct memory access for video processing. The IMU unit which measures the linear acceleration, angular rates and Euler-angles of the helicopter was directly connected to the embedded system through a RS232 serial interface. This module can be programmed to run in polled mode (measurements start upon request) or in continuous mode. In continuous mode, the IMU transmit measurements to the host in the requested output format at the highest possible rate. For system identification purposes, it is recommended to use the send gyro-stabilised quaternion and vectors (0×0C) output format in continuous mode. This would give noise free accelerations and quaternion readings that provide unique measurements for the attitude and the bias corrected angular rate vector. The highest possible output rate in this mode is 100 Hz, which can be achieved by modifying the default settings stored in the EEPROM address.
The four pilot stick positions on the radio transmitter are the inputs in the system identification. During the experiment, the servo signals received from the transmitter signals are measured instead of direct measurements of the pilot stick deflections. There are four servomotors in the TREX600 actuation system, one of which controls the yawing movement of the helicopter. The remaining three servos which are arranged at 120
• around the swash plate are used to apply a combination or individual efforts of lateral cyclic, longitudinal cyclic and collective pitch input movements. During the experiments, a separate micro-controller was used to continuously measure the servo signals. It passes the values through to the MBS270 over the UART serial interface.
Helicopter dynamics model
The UAS helicopter dynamics is known to be a non-linear model of high order multiple-input multiple-output (MIMO) system. It is also an under-actuated system with four actuator inputs: main rotor collective pitch, lateral cyclic pitch, longitudinal cyclic pitch and tail rotor collective pitch (Shim et al., 2003) . There are two approaches to helicopter dynamics modelling: first principle modelling and system identification. First principle modelling uses physical principles and Newton's second law to describe system behaviour. This procedure is also known as a lumped parameter approach where all components are describe individually and then collected as a complete system (Padfield, 2007) . The helicopter dynamics is considered as a composition of the body mass, the main rotor and the stabiliser bar, the tail rotor and the active yaw damping system. The aerodynamic drag effects from the fuselage, horizontal and vertical stabiliser are normally neglected as they play a less important role under hovering and slow flight conditions. In the system identification approach, the helicopter is considered as a black box model where the focus of interest is shifted from the system itself to the input-output response of the system. This method of obtaining a model from flight data has been the preferred method in most helicopter research projects such as in Mettler et al. (2002) .
The helicopter is basically considered as a rigid body on which forces,
] T and moments,
] are exerted. Its motion is described using Newton-Euler equations of motion expressed in the body reference frame as in Mettler et al. (2002) . Let superscript S and B represent spatial (inertial) and body reference frame respectively. The twelve dimensional state vectors consist of the helicopter's centre of gravity (CG) position vectors in spatial reference frame, 
The overall dynamics system of a helicopter can be divided into kinematics (1) and system specific dynamics (2) as follows:
where m is the total mass of the vehicle, J is vehicle inertia matrix, R B→S is rotational matrix from body reference to spatial reference frame.
The forces F B stated above are the total sum of aerodynamics forces generated from the main rotor, tail rotor, fuselage, vertical and horizontal stabilisers and gravitational force. The total moments, M B are generated by aerodynamic forces from various vehicle components and moment generated by main rotor gyroscopic effects (Gavrilets et al., 2003; Bisgaard, 2007) . Basically, the aerodynamic forces and moments generated from main rotor and tail rotor are non-linear functions of motion characteristics and control inputs. The control inputs associated with pilot commands are defined as,
where δ col and δ ped are collective pitch of main rotor and tail rotor respectively, δ lon and δ lat are longitudinal and lateral cyclic pitch respectively which control the inclination of main rotor's tip path plane according to their respective directions.
The complete helicopter non-linear dynamics model is presented in an affine form after collecting all force and moment terms under these assumptions. Detailed formulation of helicopter non-linear model can be found in Shim (2000) . Dynamics model presented above depends on many parameters which have to be identified.
Since the helicopter is a highly non-linear multi-variable system with some degree of coupling effect in its dynamics, it is preferable to design a controller that includes the effect of coupling between various inputs of the helicopter. However, it is not always a practical approach to include complete coupling effect in the controller design as this will result in an increase computational complexity and resources. Decoupling of the coupled dynamics into a much simpler dynamics representation with isolated actuators not only decreases the computation burden but also serves as an effective way to incrementally design the controller for a complete dynamic system.
To simplify the modelling problem, the dynamic model of a helicopter was described and partitioned into smaller identification problems such as coupled roll-pitch dynamics, heave dynamics, yaw dynamics or coupling of heave and yaw dynamics or with some coupling combination between each case (Mettler, 2003) . Different degrees of coupling exist between dynamic channels when considering the helicopter as a MIMO system. As an example, in the longitudinal channel, the relationship of longitudinal cyclic pitch and longitudinal angular velocity is the main feature of the longitudinal channel. Other coupling effects that include lateral cyclic pitch, collective pitch and tail rotor's collective pitch have some effect on the longitudinal angular velocity in some frequency range which could not be ignored.
In our study, the attitude dynamics of the helicopter as coupled roll and pitch equations were considered in the system identification process. Although extra coupling from the effects of collective pitch and tail rotor collective were omitted, the current form of coupling pairings are still valid, particularly in low speed flight operations (Fan et al., 2009 ).
System identification with NN
The system identification process enables us to infer a representation of the dynamics model based on input and output data observed from the system. Many conventional system identification methods exist to model the dynamics system such as methods based on least square estimations maximum likelihood estimation and Kalman filtering as reported in Grauer et al. (2009 ), Samal (2009 and Chowdhary and Jategaonkar (2010) . NN-based system identification is an alternative method for system identification that has been proved as an efficient tool for identification of highly complex and non-linear systems without detailed analytical descriptions of the system. It is particularly useful for certain applications where it is hard to model the dynamics of the system using the first principle modelling approach that consists of fundamental laws of mechanics and aerodynamics analysis.
In this section, the NN and training algorithm used in the helicopter dynamics system is presented. The overall NN modelling approach used in this work consists of several steps including first the test data gathering process, NN model structure selection, model estimation and lastly the validation process as shown in Figure 3 . The purpose of the test data gathering process is to collect a set of data from the system behaviour over the entire operating conditions which later will be use in processes to infer a dynamic model of the system. The type of excitation signal, data collection, sampling frequency and filtering option will be discussed further in Section 4.1. In model structure selection process, the users need to decide the model structure to be used before the estimating process. In this work, we used the MLP network architecture based on autoregressive structure with extra inputs (ARX) model structure for its simplicity and stable prediction (Norgaard, 2000) . For the model structure selection process, issues of selecting the proper lag space size and the minimum number of neuron to satisfy the average generalisation error is given in Section 4.2. The minimisation of error criterion was done using LM algorithm with added regularisation term to prevent an over-fitting problem. For the final process, the model estimate was later validated against one-step ahead predictions, k-step ahead predictions, correlation between prediction errors and measured outputs and reliability visualisation of the predictions. 
Collection of test data
The flight test was conducted on the UAV helicopter platform in calm weather conditions. Different flight manoeuvres were conducted to excite the desired dynamic of interest. For example, after the helicopter reached steady and level condition, the yaw dynamics was excited using only tail collective pitch command while other input commands was used to balance the helicopter in such a way to make the vehicle oscillate roughly around the operating point of interest. Training and validation data were collected from specifically designed frequency swept excitation signal suggested in Tischler and Remple (2006); Wang et al. (2011) . This type of signal is commonly used to collect experimental flight data in aircraft and rotorcraft system identification. The frequency swept excitation signal is not required to have constant amplitude. It is recommended that the pilot executes two good low frequency cycle inputs (20 s) and then gradually increase the swept frequency to mid and higher frequencies before ending the manoeuvre in the trim position. Starting and ending the record in aircraft trim state will enable concatenating flight data collected from several test runs while at the same time ensure a rich signal content.
All measurements of the helicopter's state variables was collected using an inertial measurement unit (IMU) where the data that were recorded during the test are Euler angles: roll ϕ, pitch θ and yaw Ψ; angular rates in body coordinate frame: roll rate, p, pitch rate, q and yaw rate, r and body accelerations: 
The common frequency range for the excitation signal used in rotorcraft system identification and control is between 0.3-20 rad/s. It is also recommended in Tischler and Remple (2006) that an identical filter be used for all output and input signals with a cut-off frequency five times higher than the maximum excitation signal frequency. Hence to reduce the noise in sensors data, the cut-off frequency of the low pass filter used in this study was selected at 15 Hz. The sampling rate of the sensors was selected at 100 Hz which was at least 25 times higher than the maximum excitation frequency. The IMU (3DM-GX1) filters the raw sensor outputs on-board, combining the data from the accelerometers, gyroscopes, and magnetometers. However since the position of the IMU was placed not exactly at the CG of the vehicle, the accelerometer will only sense the acceleration at the attachment point of the avionics housing. Therefore, the linear accelerations and velocities have to be corrected for the offset between the IMU position and the CG (Figure 4 ) before being used for system identification. Tischler and Remple (2006) has derived the correction of acceleration measurement at the CG of the vehicle using kinematics of relative motion as follows:
Figure 4 Offset distance of the IMU with respect to CG (see online version for colours)
When the location of the vehicle's CG (x a , y a , z a ) is known, the acceleration measurement from the accelerometer was corrected for the effect of sensor offset. A simple weight balancing test was carried out to determine the location of the CG which gave the measured offset values as r = [
As mentioned in Mettler (2003) , the effect of acceleration biases due to sensor offset will introduce a large bias reading in the y-body direction when a lateral cyclic sweep is applied.
NN model structure selection
The black box based modelling approach is usually used to deduce the dynamic model of a system by taking into account the relationship between all inputs and outputs of the system. Generally, we represent the n th order discrete time helicopter non-linear with m inputs, p outputs as follows:
where x ∈ R n is the state vector, y ∈ R p is output vector and u ∈ R m is input vector at discrete time step t. The NN input-output relationship of a dynamic system described in this research was adapted from standard ARX model structure reported in Ljung (1999) . Since we are considering a system that is non-linear, the non-linear terms can be introduced to the linear ARX model predictor and the resulting non-linear ARX model structure with k-step predictor is denoted as:
where φ(t + k) is the time regression vector; n y and n u are the sizes of past output and input observations in the regression vectors respectively, and θ is the parameter vector that contains all ARX model coefficients. The past observations in regression vector are also known as lags and the variables n y and n u defines the model order of the dynamic system. Vector parameters θ in equation (11) contain adjustable parameters which can also be represented in the NN structure as weight connections. Normally for system identification problems, the non-linear activation function for a hidden layer can be chosen as a hyperbolic tangent or sigmoid function type and for output neurons, a linear function was selected. The nodes in the hidden layer allows the network model to learn the non-linear relationship between the measured outputs and inputs. A fully connected multi-layer perceptron (MLP) network structure was chosen to learn the non-linear relationship of the ARX model which consists of only one hidden layer. The predictor formulation for two layer feed forward network with one input layer and one output layer is denoted by:
and the parameter and regression vectors are given by:
where w hj is the weights matrix between the input layer and the hidden layer and W ih is the weights matrix between the hidden layer and the output layer. The functions f j ( * ) and F i ( * ) are non-linear activation function for neurons in each hidden and output layers. The symbol H denotes the number of neurons in the hidden layer while b1 and b2 are the bias elements for the input layer and output layer. The number of inputs and outputs of the NN are presented by m and n respectively.
Lag space selection
After deciding the input parameters to be used in the model, the number of past inputs and outputs fed into the NNs were decided based on the calculation of the Lipschitz coefficient given in Norgaard (2000) . Using this coefficient, it is possible to determine the proper lag space via experimental data. The sizes of output and input time regression vectors depend on the degree of non-linearity of the Lipschitz coefficients where an insufficient number of regressors will result in high Lipschitz coefficients and small numerical values for extra regressors.
The Lipschitz coefficient is calculated using the following formula for each input u i (t) and output y j (t) pairs:
The outline of Lipschitz coefficient approach is given as follows:
a determine the Lipschitz quotients for all combination of input-output pairs using (15) for a given choice of number of past outputs and inputs b select the p largest quotients with p selected as p = 0.01N ∼ 0.02N
c Calculate criterion according to:
where n = n y + n u d repeat step (a) to (c) for different lag structures e plot the calculated criterion as a function of number of past outputs and past inputs (lag space).
NN model estimation
The next step in the system identification process is to determine the best weights (vector parameters, θ) that gives the best fit for measurement data. As mentioned in Norgaard (2000) , the measure of predictions closeness to the true outputs of the system is given by mean square error (MSE) type criterion:
with linear approximation of prediction error given by:
where N is the number of input-output pairs used as data test for training, y(t) is the real measurement output of the system,ŷ(t|θ) is the predicted output vector and the training dataset is given by
In order to minimise the cost function in (16), the LM iterative search algorithm was used for the NN training process. The optimisation process is carried out iteratively over a given dataset to achieve the minimum error criterion. The LM optimisation algorithm uses the Gauss-Newton gradient G(θ) and Hessian R(θ) vectors which were derived specifically for the NN model in Wilamowski (2011) and Norgaard (2000) . These important vectors are represented in the following equations:
where ψ(t|θ) is the matrix that represent the first derivative of the one-step ahead prediction with respect to parameters vector θ.
We could find the minimum of the error criterion by iteratively solving the following equations:
where I is the identity matrix and λ is a damping factor used for deciding the step size. In order to determine λ, the indirect method used in Norgaard (2000) is adopted by calculating the following ratio to determine the accuracy of approximation:
Figure 5 The LM algorithm with step involving λ determination (see online version for colours)
The main purpose of introducing the ratio calculation is to measure how well the reduction of the criterion V N (θ, Z N ) matches the reduction predicted by approximation terms in denominator of ratio calculation in (22). The damping factor λ is adjusted accordingly to the ratio r (i) by some factor (Norgaard, 2000) . The procedure for the LM algorithm using indirect method to determine λ is given in Figure 5 . The reduction approximation (denominator term in (22)) is most likely a close approximation to error criterion V N (θ, Z N ), if the ratio r (i) value is close to one and parameter λ should be reduced by some factor. However, if the ratio r (i) is small or a negative value, parameter λ should be increased. Additional stopping criterions are normally introduced to this algorithm to prevent minimisation problems or to force early stopping such as stopping criteria based on maximum number of iterations, sum of square errors that drops below a certain threshold, upper bound for gradient and maximum weight change, maximum value of parameter λ or early stopping criterion due to training time constraint.
Training by weight regularisation
One of the main problems that may occur during NN training is over-training. This particular problem can be observed in network training where the error of training dataset could be reduced to a very small value, but when a new dataset (validation data) is presented using the same model generated, the prediction error is large. The over-fitting usually happens due to the contribution of variance error which indicates an excessive number of neurons/weights in the network. On the other hand, if the model contains insufficient neurons or weights (under parametrised network), the bias error would dominate in such situation. Thus the aim is to achieve the optimal trade-off between bias and variance error for the best model estimate.
In order to determine the effective size of the network, we have employed a regularisation method to improve the generalisation ability of the NN model. This is done by introducing a simple weight decay term to augment the criterion V N (θ, Z N ) such as:
Matrix D is a diagonal matrix which is often selected as D = αI (α > 0) or D = 0, where α denotes weight decay. The effect of using the regularisation term basically introduces a smoothing effect on the error criterion V N (θ, Z N ). This would subsequently make the minimum of the criterion to be achieved faster than a network not trained with weight decay (Norgaard, 2000) . Apart from augmenting the criterion with weight decay, the LM also needs several more modifications to match to the regularised criterion by adding additional weight decay term to the Gradient and Hessian matrix:
The ratio r (i) for updating the parameter λ (i) also obviously needs to be changed to:
Model validation
The model validation process is performed using a second dataset
] that is different from the training dataset. The validation results are based on four analyses: one-step ahead predictions, k-step ahead predictions, correlation between prediction errors and measured outputs and k-folds cross validation of the predictions.
The most common way to detect the inadequacy of a fitted model is the correlation based validation method (Billings and Voon, 1986; Billings et al., 1992) . If a fitted model is properly trained to include all information about the dynamics of the system, the residuals or the prediction error, e(t, θ), should be unpredictable or uncorrelated from all linear and non-linear combination of past inputs and outputs. Several simple correlation tests that can detect these conditions are listed as follows:
where
The average of the signal is denoted by bar over the symbol such as:
The aforementioned correlation functions will not reach exactly zero. Thus it is common to check if the correlation functions in the lags range of τ ∈ [−20, 20] are within a 95 % confidence interval (CI) range (approximately ±1.96/ √ N ). The correlation tests in (27) and (28) are most commonly used for linear model structure, and the other functions are basically used to check and detect the presence of unmodelled non-linear terms in the residuals.
The k-step ahead predictions are normally carried out to detect further deficiency in the fitted model since under high frequency sampling, a one-step ahead visual inspection usually gives a very small prediction error. The calculation example of k-step ahead prediction is shown in Figure 6 . The k-step ahead prediction is calculated starting from the first step prediction using pass output and input data. The predicted outputs from the first step are used as substitute for the measured output data for the second step prediction since the actual system observations are not available in future predictions. This process continues until the final k-step ahead prediction is obtained. The k-step ahead prediction in a mathematical compact form is given in Norgaard (2000) .
The choice of a higher number of past outputs and inputs will result in a larger network architecture that will have a lower MSE but poor generalisation ability (Billings et al., 1992) . This means that the network model predicts the estimation dataset (training set) with great accuracy but fails to represent a new data that was not used in the training process. Large assignment of hidden neurons also contributes to poor generalisation performance (Wilamowski, 2009 ).
Figure 6
The k-step ahead predictions with three step ahead example (see online version for colours)
Cross validation is a statistical method that is normally used in data mining problems to determine the model structure selection and to compare generalisation performance of different learning methods. The simplest method to conduct validation analysis is to use the hold-out method where the measurement data is divided into training and test sets with a user defined split ratio. Subsequently, the training set will be used for model training and the test set data is used for error rate estimation of the trained model. However, this kind of validation is not suitable for experiments with limited amount of data where data in the test set probably contains important information for the training phase and this could lead to a decrease in performance and produce skewed results (Kohavi, 1995) .
To overcome this problem and utilise the available overall data, the k-fold cross-validation method was used. In this method, the measurement data is split into k approximately equal size data segments. Then the training and validation are performed for k-iterations where within each iteration, a single portion of the data segment at a certain index location shown in Figure 7 will be used for validation after the training of the remaining k − 1 data segments are completed. For each validation, the prediction error is calculated and combined together at the end of the iteration process using percentage root mean square error (% RMSE) given by:
× 100 (34) Figure 7 The procedure of k-fold cross-validation for k = 5 (see online version for colours) 
System identification validation results and discussion
The training and test datasets were obtained by performing different flight manoeuvres. In each manoeuvre, only a certain input command was used to excite the dynamic of interest. Using the collected data, the suitable regression vector (network structure) and hidden neurons size were determined using the Lipschitz coefficient and k-fold cross validation technique previously discussed. The NN training used in this research work employed weight decay term in the error criterion to improve generalisation performance. For the relative small network model, a trial and error approach has been adopted to select the appropriate weight decay term so that the generalisation error is minimised. The results of the varying weight decay terms to training and test error are shown in Figure 8 . As the value of weight decay increases, the number of iterations taken to converge to a minimum decreases. This indicated that a higher weight decay value would introduce some early stopping criterion to the training process but in the expense of poor generalisation error. As a trade-off, we select the values of weight decay in the range of 10 −4 < α < 10 −2 . The results of Lipschitz coefficient for a pair of input and output data (δ lat and p) are shown in Figure 9 where the coefficient curve decreases and stabilises at n y = 3 and n u = 1 for the particular pair of input and output data selection. For this input-output pair, the reasonable network structure to describe the attitude dynamic is by selecting a number of past outputs to 3 and number of past inputs to 1. By summing all the stabilising point for each data pair, a total number of eight time regressors were fed to the NN. Finally, the selected NN based on the ARX model (NNARX) structure to identify the non-linear relationship of helicopter's attitude dynamics was shown in Figure 10 . The regression vector size can be selected using a much higher number of past outputs and inputs combination. However, the choice of higher number of past outputs and inputs will result in larger network architecture that may lower the MSE but with poor generalisation ability (Billings et al., 1992) . This means that the network model would predict the training dataset with great accuracy but fail to represent a new data that was not used in training process. 
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Notes: Each k-cross validation process was repeated ten times on the same dataset. The NN training was carried out using offline LM algorithm.
Methods to determine the model order such as the Lipschitz coefficient is known to be sensitive to noise (Sragner and Horvath, 2003) . Normally, if the Lipschitz coefficient was calculated on noisy data, the coefficient index plot will not exhibit a sharp breakpoint before stabilising at a large model order region. This would lead to incorrect model order selection as network designers would probably select a higher model order in the smooth region. To validate whether NN model structure with three past outputs and one past inputs represents the correct model structure for the underlying dynamics, the k-fold cross validation was carried out next to determine the best network structure. Different network structures found from past research works such as in Putro et al. (2009) and Samal (2009) were used and compared to determine the best network structure using k-fold validation method. In this study, the flight data obtained from the experiment was divided into ten approximately equal segments. The training and validation process in the k-fold cross validation was repeated ten times for each network structure and number of hidden neuron case. In the validation stage, the error calculation was then stored for every run, network structure and hidden neuron case. Subsequently, the stored error calculation was then retrieved at the end of the validation cycle for RMSE computation.
The result of cross validation for different network structures are given in Figure 11 . Six different network structures were tested and compared with each other. The plot indicates that network structure with one past output and one past input gives the highest percentage of RMSE. As the number of regressors or inputs to the network increases, the RMSE value decreases and stabilised after three past outputs and one input (eight regressors) structure.
Hence, the NN model structure can be selected as a total of eight regressors with three past output and one past input observation. This cross validation procedure was repeated for different hidden neuron sizes and an overall RMSE trend points out to the same sharp breakpoint at three past outputs and one input (eight regressors) network structure. This further indicates that the generalisation performance of the network is more sensitive to the effect of network structures rather than hidden neurons (Lin et al., 1998) .
The optimum number of hidden neurons used in the network was also determined using cross validation method. The result of hidden neuron selection for three past outputs and one past input network structure is given in Figure 12 . From the plot, network structure with three past outputs and one past input (regression vector with dimension size of 8) gave the lowest RMSE value for neurons size, h = 4. Despite the fact that the neuron size h = 7 → 8 gives a comparable low RMSE value, it does not indicate that the prediction displays good generalisation performance since neuron size h = 5, has a sudden increase in RMSE calculations. The effect of noise has affected the error calculation for the neuron size h = 7 → 8, however the validity test is still useful in aiding the selection of an appropriate network structure (Billings et al., 1992) . Furthermore, it is not advisable to use an excessive number of neurons which may lead to an over-fitting problem. Finally, we arrive at the following network specifications ( Table 2) 
RMSE (%) Hidden neuron(s)
Notes: The k-cross validation process was conducted for network structure with eight regressors (three past outputs and one past input and was repeated ten times on the same dataset. The NN training was carried out using offline LM algorithm. An example of the one-step ahead prediction of the angular rate responses that are estimated from the offline NN system identification are shown in Figures 13 and 14 . These predicted responses from neural network identification (NNID) are overlaid with the measured helicopter responses. The results indicate that one-step ahead NNID prediction overlap the test data almost perfectly as indicated by the magnitude order of the prediction error plot. This usually happens when the sampling frequency of the data collected is high compared to frequency of the dynamic system as suggested in Norgaard (2000) . The small prediction error from one-step ahead prediction could not indicate that the model is sufficient without further checks. The quality of the fitted model is further inspected by running k-step ahead prediction to check if there is a possibility of a significant discrepancy between prediction and measured output data. The plots of the k-steps prediction are given in Figures 15 and 16 . The corresponding error statistics of k-step ahead predictions are given in Table 3 . From the error statistics, we can conclude that the discrepancy between the k-step ahead prediction (k = 5) and the measured data is insignificant. Both figures show that the trained NN model predictions are close to the measured values and that the NN is properly trained to mimic the rigid body dynamics of the helicopter. In order to prove that all information about the dynamics of the system has been included into the model, the prediction errors should be shown to be independent of both control input and particular set of output signals. This can be done by checking the hypothesis of independence through calculation of cross-correlation function between prediction errors (auto-correlation, ϕ ee (τ ) and function between prediction error and inputs (cross-correlation, ϕ ue (τ ) as only a linear model structure is considered in this study. The correlation results for this study are shown in Figures 17 and 18 . From the figures, the majority of auto-correlation functions of all outputs are close to zero and the cross-correlation functions vary in between CI range of ±0.062 and tend to be close to zero. These also indicate that the models identified have a correct process model and a reasonable noise model.
Figure 13
The NN system identification for roll dynamics, (a) the one-step ahead prediction and measurement data plot (b) the error plot between one-step ahead prediction and the measurement data (see online version for colours)
Note: The red dashed line indicates estimation from the NN model while solid blue line with 'x' marker represents the output measurement.
Figure 14
The NN system identification for pitch dynamics, (a) the one-step ahead prediction and measurement data plot (b) the error plot between one-step ahead prediction and the measurement data (see online version for colours)
Note: The red dashed line indicates estimation from the NN model while solid blue line with 'x' marker represents the output measurement. 
Conclusions
This paper outlines the offline identification of UAV helicopter dynamics using a MIMO NN ARX model in which a coupled helicopter's attitude dynamic model is trained and validated using test data generated from flight data. The NN model structure is carefully selected using Lipschitz coefficient and model validity tests method.
Results indicate that the generalisation performance of the NN prediction is improved using network structure with three past outputs and one past input structure compared with different network structures used in previous studies. Moreover, the attitude dynamics is identified using a minimum number of neurons (four neurons) in order to prevent the estimate from an over-fitting problem. Using methodologies outlined in this paper, the quality of the NN model that resulted from the system identification shows sufficient accuracy from the model validation analysis. It can be concluded that the predicted response from the NN model is suitable for modelling UAV helicopter's attitude dynamics correctly. However, the model identified through offline modelling has several drawbacks since it would not be able to represent the entire flight operation very well because of the time varying nature of helicopter flight dynamics. In future work, we plan to accommodate an on-line or recursive based system identification modelling that provides real-time parameter adaptation during transitions and a steady state flight condition using either simultaneous measurement update or a small fixed batch data available to update weights of the prediction. One of the biggest issues to address in the on-line model identification approach is to ensure that the NN training does not exceed the available computation time and the servo signal update rate. Furthermore, ongoing research is also directed towards the design of a suitable controller based on predictions from the NN model identified from real flight data.
